NEWSLETTER
Friday 28 February 2020

A rather cold, damp week, in which we
experienced one flurry of snow (this
caused much excitement for the 10
minutes it lasted) has been brightened up
with all sorts of wonderful happenings.
The much anticipated Reception class trip
to Windsor Castle took place on
Wednesday and they enjoyed an
incredible day. It was lovely to hear of so
many positive comments about the
children from Castle staff and from
members of the public – congratulations
Reception on the Teamwork you
displayed, for which they were awarded a
TRACK certificate in assembly today.
Our TRACK theme this week has centred
on Kindness. As staff, we are currently
deep in report writing season here and it
is always encouraging to see kindness
highlighted by the staff when referring to
specific children. It really is a most
wonderful thing to be known for!
The calendar is jam-packed here for the
next few weeks with Parents’ Evenings,
fixtures, workshops, assemblies and
Easter events all featuring. A few things
to draw your attention to: we are hosting
an event for younger children next Friday
morning as part of the Claygate Arts
Festival, then on March 20th we are
having a School Open Morning. Please do
spread the word about these. I’m also
very much looking forward to seeing you
at the SPPA Quiz Night on March 13th – it
will be a great evening!

Jon Akhurst
Head
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Early Years News

The children arrived back after half-term with a spring in their step. This week our work has been inspired in part
by Judith Kerr’s The tiger who came to tea. George giggled and remarked, “He is drinking all the water from the
tap,” whilst Zayn commented, “He ate all the buns and the biscuits and all the chocolate in the fridge.” In our art
session, we created paintings in the style of Henri Rousseau’s Tiger in a tropical storm. First, we painted the
background in varying shades of green, which we blended with yellow and blue to create different hues. Once
these were dry we painted ferocious looking tigers and stuck them on to our artwork, attaching strips of different
colour tissue paper to represent tall grass. During literacy, we reinforced our learning of rhyming words by
cooking Silly Soup, adding ingredients such as a bell and shell, key and bee, frog and dog, all totally scrumptious!
We also used picture cards to help us with retelling and sequencing the story. We were able to use tea bags to
brew tea for the ravenous tiger and have also been practising pouring milk in our cups without spilling any!
All in all, it has been a very busy and
exciting week.
The Nursery Team
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Reception children went to Windsor Castle this week...

Reception children had a fabulous day on Wednesday when they visited Windsor Castle. They loved the
soldiers, the arrow slits, the murder holes and Queen Victoria’s chamber pot! The children told us what their
favourite highlights were…
Nathan: I loved the big bed with ostrich feathers. It was a really big bed and it had curtains around it to keep
people warm!
Olly: I liked seeing the soldiers marching outside. They changed their hands - they were holding guns!
Harley: The throne. It was made of elephants’ tusks and the lions on the armrests had rubies for eyes!
Toran: I liked it when Felix dressed up as a footman. He had to run to the end of the room to get ketchup for
the Queen!
Felix: I loved running to get the Queen’s ketchup - everyone else started running too!
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YEARStage
Key
1 One News

On Tuesday morning, Year Two children were astonished to see very realistic flames and charred loaves of bread
on the staircase leading to their classrooms. “They must be from Thomas Farriner’s Bakery!” exclaimed
Nathanael.
We jumped into our time machine and travelled back to September 1666 to investigate the Great Fire of London.
The children have written some wonderful descriptive sentences about the fire and have been inspired to write a
diary like the one kept by Samael Pepys.
“I can hear the splashing of water as we try to put the fire out” wrote Stanley
“I can see thin black smoke coming out of the bakery and people escaping from their houses” added Charlie.
We looked at the different properties of materials that may have caught fire in 1666. We tried to accurately
predict which materials were flammable or non-flammable. We have also designed our own timber framed
houses (like the 13,000 which succumbed to the fire) which we will make next week.
To celebrate ‘Tell a Fairytale Day’ on 26th February, the children re-enacted the story of
Cinderella in Assembly. They had great fun participating in retelling the story and dressing
up.
We are hugely excited for Book Week next week!
The Year 2 Team
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Forest School...Puffy Pancakes and Tiger Tracking!
Nursery children became fearless explorers at Forest School this week. Whilst enjoying our puffy pancakes in the
sunshine we heard a low rumble coming from the woody area, was it the blustery wind still blowing in the
branches or could it be something even more exciting? Equipped with a growing curiosity and a lot of
enthusiasm we set off to investigate the unexplained noises, not entirely sure what we would come across along
our way. We soon began to find clues that might help us to solve the mystery, including a large paw print in the
soft mud “it’s got sharp nails!” exclaimed Ted. Julian spotted a log with “lots of scratchys” and further along the
path we noticed some wiry fur caught in the twigs, whose was it? Intrigued by all our discoveries we kept on
hunting until Edward caught sight of a furry animal with sharp claws camouflaged in the undergrowth – a tiger!
Mylan thought we should use “10 spiders’ webs to catch him.” Luckily he was a very friendly tiger so we invited
him back to Nursery for tea.

Mrs Newman
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Celebration Assembly

House Points
All the children in RKD were awarded a Track Certificate for Teamwork!
Gold Stars were awarded to Ted, Zayn, Harry,
Freddie and Agastya.

(a very close
result!)
Green 60
Blue 60
Red 60

Congratulations to fabulous skiers
Zach C, Cam B, Felix, Benji and Theo!

Yellow 55

And Congratulations to Toran for his
Playball trophy.

Poetry Certificates were awarded to the whole
of Year 1!
Music Pencils were awarded to Benji, George and Theo!

Happy Birthday
to Edward W,
Mrs Jandu and
Mrs Akhurst!

TRACK
Certificates were
awarded to Jono
for Aspiration,
JoJo for
Aspiration, Frank
for Kindness and
Arthur for
Resilience.
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TRACK News...Focus on Kindness

Question of the week
HOW CAN ONE KIND
WORD CHANGE
SOMEONE’S ENTIRE
DAY?

Luca: Be KIND to every person in the world. If they are crying don’t be mean.
Taran: Yes, it might make them feel loved.
Miles: If you had someone who is sad, one kind word could make them happy.
Jojo: If they are feeling sad and you say a kind word it will change someone’s day.
Thomas: I said thank you to a teacher. She gave me a house point.

SPPA News...
A big thank you to the SPPA parents who organised such a wonderful party for our children before half term. It
was a huge success, the DJ was brilliant and both the children and grown ups had such fun!
THE BIG QUIZ NIGHT 2020!
It’s not too late to sign up for our very own Big Quiz Night on Friday 13th March. Our quizmaster promises a
variety of rounds so whatever your talents, they will be needed! Beyond the quiz we have a welcome margarita,
a delicious chilli (meat or veggie), a well stocked cash bar (with even more Champagne this year!), and the
chance to have fun whilst catching up with friends whilst raising money for Cheer, our charity of the year and
our school.
We have spaces left for complete teams, couples and individuals. We look forward to competing with or against
you very soon
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Monday 2nd March - SPPA Meeting after drop off until 10am. All are welcome!
Friday 15th May - Keep an eye on your emails for your invitation.
Saturday 27th June - SHPP Summer Fete for all the family.
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IN OTHER NEWS… Quote of the Week!
Quote of the
Week
Quote
of the week

“Have you been trained as a magic wizard?
I have.”
Cameron W, RKD

(...explaining his qualifications and experience to
Mrs Curtis)

“I liked the Queen’s bed because when she closed
the curtains she could have a secret wee.”
Eloise, RKD
(...reporting back on her trip to Windsor Castle)

Follow us on Twitter...

If you aren’t already following us on
Twitter our handle is @shspreprep and
we regularly update the account with
news on the exciting activities in which
the children are taking part.
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YEARWas
1 the Week When...
This
Arthur and Theo had
a brilliant breakfast
together at
Breakfast Club!

Daniel, Benji and Finn devised a code
breaking game involving a fence panel,
some chalk and quite a lot of soil…
Charlie joined in.

Oliver delivered a beautiful daffodil
to Mrs Davies-Duddy!

2MW ran outside to catch snowflakes in
their mouths!
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YEAR
1
And finally...some
other lovely moments from our week...
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YEAR
(...and1a few more.)
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